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Diffusion Driven Concerted Motion of Surface Atoms: Ge on Ge(001)
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The diffusion of Ge dimers on the Ge(001) surface has been studied with scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy. We have identified three different diffusion pathways for the dimers: diffusion of on-top
dimers over the substrate rows, diffusion across the substrate rows, and diffusion of dimers in the trough.
We report on a heretofore unknown phenomenon, namely, diffusion driven concerted motion of substrate
atoms. This concerted motion is a direct consequence of the rearrangement of substrate atoms in the
proximity of the trough dimer adsorption site.

PACS numbers: 68.35.Fx, 61.16.Ch, 68.35.Bs
A detailed understanding of the mechanisms and en-
ergetics involved when atoms or small clusters, such as
dimers, diffuse over surfaces is of great fundamental and
technological interest with important implications for the
development of microscopic models for epitaxial growth
and etching. During crystal growth, for example, deposited
atoms diffuse over the surface until they become incorpo-
rated in the lattice. During its journey from the initial de-
position site to its final bound location the atom visits a
number of substrate sites. Thermally activated diffusion
from substrate site to substrate site can occur either via
a simple hop mechanism or via an exchange mechanism.
The latter mechanism was initially proposed by Bassett
and Webber [1] and its existence was experimentally con-
firmed for Pt�Pt(001) by Kellogg and Feibelman [2] and
for Ir�Ir�001� by Chen and Tsong [3]. Here we will con-
centrate on the diffusion of Ge on the Ge(001) surface.
When Si or Ge atoms are deposited on Si(001) or Ge(001)
surfaces at room temperature the atoms are so mobile that
most of them combine quickly to form dimers. The four
plausible adsorption sites for a dimer on the (001) sub-
strate are shown in Fig. 1. Two of these configurations
(A and B) consist of isolated dimers directly adsorbed on
top of the substrate dimer rows and the other two configu-
rations (C and D) are isolated dimers lying in the trough
between the substrate dimer rows. The mobility of these
dimers is severely limited at room temperature, especially
for the dimers on the Si(001) substrate [4–11]. The pref-
erential diffusion pathway for Si dimers on Si and Ge(001)
surfaces is diffusion of on-top dimers along the substrate
dimer row direction [4,5,7,9]. However, across dimer row
diffusion [6–9] as well as diffusion of trough dimers along
the trough direction has been observed for Si dimers on
Si and Ge(001) surfaces, too. Besides the various dif-
fusion pathways of dimers on the (001) surfaces Zhang
et al. [10] have shown that Si on-top dimers also rotate
back and forth between two nearly degenerate states (A
and B). In this Letter, we have identified three diffusion
pathways for Ge dimers on the Ge(001) surface: diffu-
sion of on-top dimers over the substrate rows, diffusion
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across the substrate rows, and diffusion of dimers in the
trough. We show that all above mentioned diffusion path-
ways including a rotational mode are already active at room
temperature. However, our most intriguing observation is
that during diffusion of a trough dimer along the trough or
across the substrate dimer rows also the substrate atoms in
the proximity of the diffusing dimer exhibit a heretofore
unknown concerted motion. In retrospect, the occurrence
of this concerted motion is not surprising at all but is a di-
rect consequence of the rearrangement of substrate atoms
in the proximity of an adsorbed trough dimer.

The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vac-
uum (UHV) system equipped with a scanning tunneling
microscope (STM). The base pressure of the system is
�5 3 10211 mbar. The nearly intrinsic and nominally flat
Ge(001) samples were cleaned by various cycles of 800 eV
Ar1 sputtering and annealing at 1100 K [12]. After equi-
libration to room temperature �0.5% 1% of a monolayer
of Ge was deposited from a thoroughly degassed, heated
wafer at 3 3 1024 monolayers per second �ML�s�. Sub-
sequently, the samples were transferred to the STM for
imaging. The complete procedure of deposition and trans-
ferring into STM takes about 10 min.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the configurations of isolated
adsorbed Ge dimers on Ge(001). Gray dumbbells represent the
substrate dimers and black dumbbells represent the adsorbed
dimers.
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It is common knowledge that at room temperature
the semiconductor group IV (001) surfaces, i.e., Si and
Ge(001), exhibit a (2 3 1) reconstruction: surface atoms
dimerize, eliminating one dangling bond per atom to
lower the surface free energy. Two different dimers are
observed: symmetric dimers and asymmetric dimers. The
symmetric dimers lie in the surface plane, whereas the
asymmetric dimers have one atom that buckles out of
the surface plane and one atom that buckles inwards. The
asymmetric dimer registry shows up in filled state images
(sample bias 21.6 V) as a zigzag line running along the
substrate rows, because the asymmetric dimers exhibit
an antiferromagnetic ordering along the substrate rows.
In-phase buckling of the adjacent substrate row results in
a p�2 3 2� reconstruction, whereas out-of-phase buckling
gives rise to a c�4 3 2� reconstruction (see Figs. 2 and
3). The nonzigzag substrate dimer rows are comprised
of symmetric or at least symmetric appearing dimers
(probably the symmetric dimers observed in STM images
are just asymmetric dimers that rapidly switch between
the two buckled states) [13–15].

When �0.01 ML of Ge is deposited onto a Ge(001)
surface at room temperature, isolated dimers as well as
larger clusters are found. Isolated dimers are found at
on-top positions as well as trough positions (Figs. 2 and
3). The orientation of the dimer bond of the isolated dimer
is either along the substrate dimer bonds (A and C con-
figurations) or perpendicular to the substrate dimer bond
(B and D configurations) [16]. Interestingly, Qin and La-
gally [17] have suggested recently that the C Ge dimers
on Si(001) are actually adatom pairs rather than ordinary
dimers. They base their conclusion on a detailed analysis
of STM images taken at different sample biases. The most
remarkable difference with ordinary ad-dimers is that the
C features are quite faint in filled-state images, while ordi-
nary ad-dimers are bright in filled-state images. Although
we observe the same contrast difference in our STM ob-
servations we will label the C feature in the trough as a C
dimer, realizing that this C feature can also be identified
as an adatom pair rather than an ordinary dimer. Most of
the isolated dimers we have observed in our images are
either positioned on-top (configuration B) or in between
(configuration C) the substrate rows (see Figs. 2 and 3).
The images in Fig. 2 are empty-state images, whereas the
images in Fig. 3 are filled-state images. On-top dimers
are bright in filled- and empty-state images, whereas the
trough dimers appear much brighter in the empty-state im-
ages than in the filled-state images. Often the C dimers
cluster into diluted strings running along �130� directions.
In contrast to Si and Ge on Si(001) we did not find diluted
CC cluster running perpendicular to the substrate rows,
i.e., along �110� directions. To gain detailed insight into
the diffusion of Ge dimers on Ge(001), we have acquired
many consecutive STM images of the same area of the sur-
face. As an example a sequence of STM images showing
the dynamic behavior of a Ge dimer on Ge(001) is pre-
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FIG. 2. Successive empty-state scans of the same area
(100 Å 3 100 Å) of a Ge(001) surface after the deposition
of �1% of a monolayer Ge. The time elapsed is depicted in
the images. (a),(b) Diffusion of an on-top dimer (B) along a
substrate dimer row. (b),(c) The on-top dimer (B) jumps to a
trough position (C). (c),(d) The trough dimer (C) jumps to an
on-top position of an adjacent substrate row (B) (sample bias
11.6 V and tunneling current 0.7 nA)

sented in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2 a B-type on-top dimer
diffuses over the substrate dimer row. In image 2(c) the
dimer has hopped to a trough position, while in image 2(d)
it hops to an on-top position of the neighboring dimer row.
Note that here the transformation from the on-top site to
the trough site (and vice versa) goes along with the ro-
tation of the dimer as well. In images 3(a) and 3(b) the
same B on-top dimer jumps to a trough position, where it
starts to diffuse along the trough. Interestingly, after the
hop from the on-top position [image 3(a)] to the trough
position [image 3(b)] the complete dimer row where the
on-top dimer was positioned becomes buckled. In the next
images the trough dimer first migrates two atomic posi-
tions towards the CC cluster in the lower left [image 3(d)]
and subsequently it migrates one position towards the CC
cluster [image 3(e)]. In the final image [3(f)] it moves
one position away from the CC cluster. The most interest-
ing observation is the concerted motion of substrate atoms
during diffusion [images 3(a) and 3(b) and 3(e) and 3(f )].
As has been discussed by Wulfhekel et al. [7] and Qin and
Lagally [17] the CC clusters and the isolated C dimers (or
adatom pairs) locally pin a c�4 3 2� reconstruction. The
two substrate dimer rows adjacent to the trough dimer are
buckled in this c�4 3 2� registry. From image 3(d) to im-
age 3(e) the trough dimer has moved one position towards
the CC cluster in the lower left. The number of dimers on
the two substrate dimer rows trapped between the C dimer
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FIG. 3. Successive filled-state scans of the same area
(100 Å 3 100 Å) of a Ge(001) surface after the deposition of
�1% of a monolayer Ge. The time lapse between successive
images is 276 s. The spacing between adjacent black markers is
two dimer positions, i.e., 8 Å. The white markers and the white
arrows indicate the positions of the CC cluster and the C dimer,
respectively. (a),(b) An on-top dimer (B) jumps into the trough
(C). (c),(d) The trough dimer jumps two positions towards the
cluster. (d),(e) The trough dimer hops one position towards
the CC cluster. (e),(f ) The trough dimer jumps one position
away from the CC cluster. The insets in images (e) and (f)
show the (2 3 1) and c�4 3 2� buckling registry, respectively
(sample bias 21.6 V and tunneling current 0.7 nA). The
movie sequence is available at http://www.tn.utwente.nl/tomvs/
projecten/project9harold.htm on the Internet.

and the CC cluster changes from an odd number (17) to an
even number (16) and due to the local c�4 3 2� pinning
it becomes impossible for the complete enclosed area be-
tween to exhibit the c�4 3 2� buckling registry. Between
the C dimer and the CC cluster there is an area where the
dimers do not know whether to align with the C dimer
or the CC cluster. In addition, the complete c�4 3 2�
region in the direct proximity of the trough dimer has
changed its phase (atoms that buckle initially downwards
now buckle upwards and vice versa). In image 3(f) the
trough dimer has moved one position away from the CC
cluster and now the number of dimers trapped between the
CC cluster and the C dimer is odd again, allowing a com-
plete c�4 3 2� buckling registry. Counting of the num-
ber of dimers trapped between C dimers and CC clusters
shows that there is a distinct preference for an odd num-
ber of dimers (111 odd vs 15 even) allowing the develop-
ment of a perfect c�4 3 2� ordering. As the free energies
per unit area of the (2 3 1) and c�4 3 2� are about the
same at room temperature [12] the preference for a perfect
c�4 3 2� buckling registry rather than a c�4 3 2���2 3 1�
buckling registry must be due to the boundary forma-
tion free energy between the c�4 3 2� and (2 3 1) do-
mains [18].

In Fig. 4 a schematic diagram of the buckling registry
in the proximity of an adsorbed C dimer is depicted. The
dimers in the proximity of the adsorbed C dimer exhibit
two common features: (1) they induce locally pinned
c�4 3 2� buckling and (2) the atoms of the four surface
dimers that lie around the adsorbed C dimer all buckle
downwards, i.e., towards the substrate. If an adsorbed C
dimer moves to a neighboring trough position the buckling
orientation of most dimers (two dimers do not change their
orientation) in the proximity changes (atoms that buckle
upwards before the diffusion event buckle inwards after
the diffusion event and vice versa). For a double jump
of a C dimer along the trough only four substrate dimers
change their buckling registry. In retrospect this concerted
motion of substrate atoms [change of buckling registry or
conversion from c�4 3 2� to �2 3 1�] during diffusion is
not unexpected at all but is a direct consequence the lo-
cal pinning of the surface dimers in the c�4 3 2� regis-
try. Although trough diffusion has been observed for Si
trough dimers on Si(001) the resolution was insufficient to
resolve a possible concerted motion of atoms (dimers) in
the direct proximity of the diffusing dimer [6]. Interest-
ingly, Borovsky, Krueger, and Ganz [19] showed that for
diffusion of a Si C dimer on Si(001) along the trough the
two atoms separate completely and move independently
before rejoining in a new location. We do not have any
direct evidence whether or not such a dissociation step is
also present during the diffusion of a trough Ge C dimer
along the trough.

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of a diffusing C dimer along the
trough [(a),(b) single jump along the trough and (a)– (c) double
jump along the trough]. Large and small circles represent atoms
that buckle upwards and downwards, respectively.
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In conclusion, we have identified the various diffusion
pathways for a Ge dimer on Ge(001) at room tempera-
ture. Moreover, we show that the diffusion of a trough Ge
dimer along the trough goes along with a concerted mo-
tion of substrate atoms in the proximity of the diffusing
dimer. This concerted motion of substrate atoms can eas-
ily be understood in terms of a pinning of the substrate in a
c�4 3 2� registry in the proximity of the trough dimer.
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